DUAL SHOULDER REFACER

Repairing dual shoulder connections has
never been more time efficient or cost
effective with the highest quality controls.
MOBILE SERVICE
Simplifying the entire process for our customers, refacing dual shoulder
connections can now be done in the field thanks to our mobile service. Licensed
for all your proprietary connections, Shawcor Oil Asset Management will come to
your jobsite and reface various connections and sizing of DS and XT connections.

COST SAVINGS
Industry proven technology and quality control means that repairs are done in a
quick and precise manner enabling the most cost effective process now and in
the long term. The ability to reface onsite with our mobile service offering saves
you from machine downtime and shipping the tubulars to and from a brick and
mortar shop for repair. This leaves time on the clock and your money in the bank.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Our professional technicians pay close attention to detail, which minimizes the
risk of improper loading of connections that can lead to washouts, fatigue or
mechanical failure.

EQUIPMENT INTEGRITY:
Every six months equipment is
calibrated.
QUALITY ASSURANCE:
Only QA approved equipment
and materials are used strictly by
qualified personnel.
TEMPERATURE INDIFFERENCE:
Refacing can be done in all
weather conditions, even extreme
temperatures.
RECOMMENDATION
ADHERANCE: Manufacturer
specifications are followed
accurately, such as the use of 60
grit sandpaper.
STANDARDIZATION:
Each time equipment is used it is
standardized.

Shawcor Ltd. is a global energy services company specializing in products and services for the pipeline
and pipe services segment of the oil and gas industry and related products for petrochemical and
industrial markets. The Company operates through a network of fixed and mobile manufacturing and
service facilities located around the world and is valued for its integrity, technology, and proven capability
to execute the most complex projects in our industry.
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